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KNOTS AND LINKS IN CODIMENSION GREATER THAN 2 
NATHAN HABEGGER* 
(Receiued 22 April 1985) 
A CLASSIFICATION of links in codimension greater than 2 in the manifold S’ x R”-’ is 
obtained. Exact sequences involving classical knot and link groups in codimension greater 
than 2 are given a surgery theoretical interpretation. 
$0. INTRODUCTION 
We will work in the differentiable category although our results and methods are general. 
The links we will study are isotopy classes of embeddings SP1 u . . . u Sp’ in S’ x R”- I. (One 
may also consider these as isotopy classes of embeddings Snw2 u SPI u . . . u SP, in S” with 
Sne2 isotopic to the standard inclusion.) We require that qi = n -pi - 1 2 2. 
In the metastable range, classification of these links is known (c.f. Hacon [5] for the case 
of one component and Kearton [6] for a generalization to more components and other 
manifolds.) To get beyond the metastable range, stronger techniques than general position 
and engulfing are necessary. Those techniques are furnished by the Browder method [l]. 
This method uses surgery to produce embeddings. The essential tool is the “Fundamental 
Theorem of Surgery” or so-called n-n theorem. This theorem says that a PoincarC complex 
(with smoothed tangential data) can be smoothed provided z1 (8X) = n, (X). Thus, in order 
to produce embeddings, we only need do so in the Poincari: setting provided we can 
guarantee the hypothesis X-IL (and solve the bundle problem). 
For knots and links in codimension greater than 2, this can be accomplished and furnishes 
an interpretation of certain exact sequences obtained by Haefliger-Levine [2], [7] for knots 
and Haefliger [3] for links. (These authors used the Thorn-Pontryagin construction and 
framed spherical modifications now largely subsumed in the method of surgery,) 
For example, our interpretation of Haefliger’s result on links is just the statement that the 
difference between a framed link and its individual components is the same in the 
differentiable category and the category of PoincarC complexes. One could also add here the 
pl category or replace framed links by unframed ones. 
Our hope is that this interpretation will add some conceptual clarity to these older works. 
Indeed, it was the author’s attempt o understand Haefliger’s link classification which led to 
this study. One could also hope that this approach could lead to further depth (e.g. function 
space techniques) as well as new applications. 
This paper is organized as follows: in 4 1 we recall Haefliger’s link classification and state 
our classification theorem. In $2 we recall Haefliger’s knot classification and discuss an exact 
sequence in surgery theoretical terms. We show that certain maps in this sequence can be 
interpreted in terms of “attaching data” and “smoothing obstruction”. In $3, we use the ideas 
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of 92 to give an alternative proof of Haefliger’s link classification theorem. In $4 we prove our 
classification theorem. 
I would like to thank W. Massey for stimulating my interest in these questions. My thanks 
also to A. Haefliger for pointing me in the direction of embedding theory and to J. C. 
Hausmann who taught me surgery theory. 
$1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
By knot, we mean a differentiable mbedding of a sphere Sp in S”. A link is a differentiable 
embedding of a disjoint union SPl v . . . v SP’ of spheres in S”. To each link we can associate 
the r component knots of the link. A knot is a one component link. 
Let pi I n - 3. The operation of taking connected sums of links induces the structure of 
abelian group on the set L&, of isotopy (or concordance) classes of links SPl u . . . u SP’ in 
s”. Here (p) denotes the multi-index (pl, . . . , p,). 
Associating to a link its components yields a homomorphism L;,, + L;,, i = 1, . . . , r. 
Moreover the homomorphism Li,,) -, 6 LIi is a split epimorphism: to a collection of knots, 
i=l 
one can form a link by putting the knots in disjoint discs. Denote the kernel of the above map 
by LKi’,,. Elements of LK &, are represented by links such that each component is isotopic to 
the standard embedding. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Haefliger) [3]. There is an exact sequence 
A;,, = @ ker { npj( v S’*‘) --t ~L&P)) 
j=l 
44 = ker{n,_,( vS(4))+@n,_2(S4J)} 
(where (q) denores rhe multi-index (41, . . . , qJ, qi = n -pi - 1, V 
W,(OBj)= i CijyBjl 
j=l 
S(4) = s41 v . . . v Sq,) with 
(where [ , ] denotes Whitehead product and ij is the homotopy class of the inclusion Sqj 4 v Stq’.) 
Thus the computation of LK;,, is reduced to the calculation of the maps W,. This is purely 
a matter of homotopy theory. 
Let M be any n-manifold and let L(,, (M) denote the set of isotopy classes of embeddings 
OfSPl u . . . v SP’ in M. If ‘icl (M) # 0, taking connected sums is not a well defined operation, 
even if pi I dim M - 3 and the embeddings have disjoint images. In order to obtain a 
multiplicative structure, define a based link to be an embedding f: SP1 u . . . u SP* + M and 
a choice of liftings j-off to A, the universal cover of M. (We hereby make the assumption pi 
2 2, so such a lift always exists.) Let LCPJ (M) denote the set of isotopy classes of based links. If 
I- = n, (M) denotes the covering transformation group of A + M, then r’ = r x . . . x r, r 
factors, acts on L(,)(M) with quotient L(,, (M). If M c N (choosing base points we obtain a 
map fi --t fl) there is a map L,,,(+l) + L(,)(N). For M = s”, L(,,(S”) = LC,,(S”) = LT,,. 
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THEOREM 1.2. Lfp) (S’ x W-i) is an abelian group under connected sum. 
Let L.(,, (S’ x Iw”- 1 c S”)denote the kernel of thesplit epimorphism L.(,, (S’ x W- ‘) + ,$,,(S”). 
There is an exact sequence 
c;p++l1, 
Y.*, 
-D(p+l) + L;,,(s’ x w-l c Sn) + c;,+ DTp) n+l 
where 
C;,, = 6 ker{npi(S’ v S’q’)+nP,(v s'q'))@%-2(s' Vs"') 
j=l 
D;ptl = ker{rr,_,(S’ v S(q))-+~,_2( vS’~‘)} 
and Vm(@flj@) = Z[ij,/lj] + (t - 1)a where ij is the homoropy class of the inclusion 
SqJ-+ S’ vSq’ and (r) = x1 (S’VS’~‘) acts on K*(S’ v S’q’) in the us&fashion. 
One can, as in [3], simplify the above sequence under dimensional restrictions. For 
example, in the case of one component and the “two metastable” range: 
COROLLARY 1.3. Suppose p c 3q - 2, p + q + 1 = n. There is an exact sequence 
7tp+1(~q)o~p+1(~q)l 
k=l 
where V, respects the orthogonal sum decomposition and is the iterated suspension (up to sign) 
on each factor. In particular, if p < 2q - 1, we have 
L,(S’ x w-l c Sn) = gj 7rp(Fq. 
k=l 
Remark. By Zeeman, [lo], PL Emb(SP, Sn) = 0. Thus, the PL version of our theorem 
yields the result of Hacon, [S], 
COROLLARY 1.4. PL Emb(SP, S’ x R”-I) = L,(S’ x R”-’ c Sn) = L,(S’ x R”-’ c Sn) 
= k+l Kp(F) ifp < 2q-1. 
52. KNOT CLASSIFICATION IN CODIMENSION GREATER THAN 2 
This section is expository so no formal statements will be made. On the other hand, we 
will provide justification of claims we wish to make. 
In his paper, [Z], Haetliger proves an isomorphism for q > 2, 
&(S”+3 ‘y n,+i(G, 0, Gq), 
where Gq is the space of degree one maps from Sq- 1. to itself, Gq c Gq+ ’ is obtained by 
suspension, Oq is the orthogonal group, Oq c Gq, G = lim Gq, and 0 = lim 04. IC,+ 1(G, 0, Gq) 
is the triad homotopy group, i.e. homotopy classes of based maps of D”+ ’ to G which 
take the top half, S”+, of dD”+’ to 0 and the bottom half s1 to Gq (and consequently 
S”-’ = as’!+ = dS1 goes to G’J A 0 = 04.) 
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For convenience, we will use framed embeddings, i.e. embeddings of S” x Dq c Ycq. 
Then Haefiger’s result is FL,(YCq) z iin+ 1 (G, 0, G,), where the maps (and homotopies) 
send S”- ’ = 13.51 = ZSY to the base point. This group sits in an exact sequence 
(2.1) ~n+~~Gq~~~n+~(G/O)-*FLn(S”+q)~~,~Gq~~~~~GI~~ 
which we want to discuss in surgery theoretical terms. 
The map FLn(SnCq) + R,(G~) is described in [2] and [7] and is given as follows: 
If f:S”x Dq+S n*q is an embedding, the composition * x Sq-’ -+ a(S” x Dq) L C = 
Sn+q -f(S” x int 04) is a homotopy equivalence. Restricting a homotopy inverse C + Sq-’ 
to 8C = S” x Sq- ’ yields a retraction S” x Sq- ’ -+ Sq- ’ representing the image of f in 
n,(G’). 
Thus the above measures how the boundary s” x Sq-’ is “attached” to C. Now given a 
retractionr:S”xSq-l-+Sq-l, we can form a “complement” in the Poincart category with 
this as attaching data: The mapping cylinder of r is a PoincarC complex with boundary 
S” x 9-l. 
This suggests that the map K,, (Gq) + 7r” (G/O) represents a smoothing obstruction, and 
this is indeed the case: Given r : S” x Sq- ’ + Sq- ’ let C be the mapping cylinder as above. 
Then C s i,_1 S” x Dq has the homotopy type of S”+q. Let g be such a homotopy 
equivalence and let X denote the mapping cylinder of g. Then X is a Poincarb complex with 
boundaryS”+qLI C us” x DqofwhichS”+q and S” x Dq are already smooth. Let cp :X + BG 
classify the “stable tangent bundle” of X. On Sn+q u S” x Dq there is a lifting & of q to BO. 
Since Sncq c X is a homotopy e q uivalence, the lift & on S “+qcan be extended to a lift @ on all 
of X, but not necessarily so as to agree with & on S” x Dq. Assuming & has been chosen to be 
the constant map, then @ IS” x Dq represents an element of 71, (G/O). It can be shown that this 
element represents the image of [T] under the map x,(G,) + n”(G/O) induced by inclusion. 
(Though we will not need this fact, we sketch a proof: Note that C is a Sq- ’ bundle E over 
D “+l, trivialized on the boundary, since C may be constructed with transition function 
R : S” x Sq- 1 + S” x SQ- 1 where R (x, y) = (x, r(x, y)). It follows that the stable tangent 
bundle of C is stably isomorphic to p*(E), where p : E + D”+ ’ is the bundle projection. Hence 
the classifying map (C, JC) + (BG, *) factors as (C, 8C) + (D”+ ‘, S”) 2, (BGq, l ) -+ (BG, *I 
where d, [a] = [r], d : n,+ 1 (BGq) + n,(Gq) the connecting homomorphism. Let s: (D”’ ‘, S”) 
-+ (C, K) be a section of the bundle projection. The commutative diagram 
‘““~‘~,S”XD~US”+~)~(B~G/O) 
(C, X) : (D”+‘, 9’) _T, (BGq, *) f (BG, +) 
shows that [@19,,,,] = a,[@oj] = a,[’ 1oaopos] = a,[ioa] = i,d,[a] = i,[r]_) 
Thus we have interpreted the maps FL, (S”‘q) -+ x, (Gq) and x, (Gq) + a, (G/O) in terms of 
“attaching data” and “smoothing obstruction.” Exactness at n,(G4) now follows from the 
“fundamental theorem of surgery”: If the smoothing obstruction is trivial we may smooth X 
to get an hcobordism from S n+q to a smooth manifold W containing S” x 04 as an embedded 
submanifold. The hcobordism theorem then provides uswith a diffeomorphism of W with 
Sncq yielding an embedding of s” x Dq in Sn+q, with the given attaching data. 
One can easily see how to extend this exact sequence to the left: Given a smoothing of the 
tangent bundle of X, agreeing with that of S “+q and S” x Dq, one may alter this by an element 
of IL,,+ 1(G/O) which (using the n-n and h-cobordism theorems) produces another embedding. 
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Hence n “+ i (G/O) acts on FL,(S”Cq). Exactness at FL,(S”‘Q) is clear. Finally, given an 
element of n n + r (Gq), construct an isotopy, in the Poincare category, of the trivial embedding 
to itself. The smoothing obstruction yields an element of n,+ r (G/O). With this definition, 
exactness at rt,+ r (G/O) is apparent. 
This proves there is an exact sequence 2.1. It might be noted that this gives an alternate 
proof of HaefIiger’s isomorphism FL,(S”+q) ‘2: li,, r (G, 0, G,), (provided we show the 
sequences are comparable.) 
53. LINK CLASSIFICATION IN CODIiMENSION GREATER THAN 2 
In this section we give a proof of Theorem 1.1. 
In Section 1, we defined the group LK&, as the kernel of the split epimorphism 
LL) -+ 6 Lii. In fact, we could just as well have used framed links. Let FLK&, denote the 
i= 1 
kernel of the split epimorphism 
FL,“,, + ig, FL;, . 
PROPOSITION 3.1 (cf. [3]). The natural map FLK;,, --, LK&,, is an isomorphism. 
LEMMA 3.2. There is an exact sequence 
Proofof3.1. Assuming 3.2, we compare the sequence for a link to that for the individual 
components to obtain 
The 
L;;& +@~p,(SOql+l) --c FL;,, + L& --+ ik 7cp,_, (SOQ+~) + 
i 
II 
1 1 
II 
oL;,-$ , -+ @Q(SO~~+‘) -+ @FL;, , +a;, 
exact sequence for kernels establishes the claim. 
Proof of 3.2. For one component links this follows from the isomorphisms FL;,, 
= %+1(G7 0, G,)andL&, = nmcl (G, 0, G,). In [2], the geometric ontent of this sequence is 
made explicit (i.e. the map n,(SOq+ 1 ) -+ FL; twists framings and the map L;,,) + 7tp+ r (SOq) 
is the obstruction to framing.) Then it is clear geometrically, that this holds for more 
components. 
Remark. A direct proof of 3.1 can be made by showing the map is surjective and injective. 
Such a proof amounts to a chase of the diagram in the proof of 3.2. We leave it to the reader to 
do this for his own instruction. 
3.3. Attaching data for framed links 
Let II Spa x D41f’ c s” be a framed link qi + 1 > 2. Taking connected sums along the 
boundary, we obtain an embedding (unique up to isotopy) of W = 44 SA x DQi+‘, where II 
denotes boundary connected sum. Note that d W = # SP’ x Pi. Let C = S”-int W. The 
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composite v P c d W c C is a homotopy equivalence. Restricting a homotopy inverse C 
-+ VP’ to d W yields attaching data # SPi x 9~ + v Stq’ for the link. 
Let %‘T,, denote the set of homotopy classes relative to v Sq) of maps # SP, x 91 + v Sq). 
The above yields a map FL;,, -+ XrP,. 
THEOREM 3.4 (Haefliger [3]). &‘;,,f arms an abelian group. The kernel X? K&, of the split 
epimorphism &‘yp, + 6 _%‘Li s isomorphic to LK;,,. 
i=l 
PROPOSITION 3.5. There is an exact sequence 
Proof of 3.5. For one component links, this is the sequence 2.1 (since JP:‘~ = rt.(G’).) 
The proof for more components is entirely analogous. 
Proof of 3.4. Given 3.5, the argument in the proof of 3.1 shows &‘K;,, ‘Y FLK;,,, which 
by 3.1 is isomorphic to LK;b,. Q.E.D. 
(We remark here that 3.5 does not occur in [3] and that a direct proof of 3.4 is given there. The 
structure of that proof resembles a diagram chase.) 
We recall from [3] the structure of abelian group on .%‘TPP Set V = &I Dp’ x Sqfi. Then 
# Spfi x S@ = I?( Vx I), I = [0, 11. Set V+ = Vx (1) uaVx[1/2,1] and V- = 
Vx {0} udVx [0, l/2]. Then aV+ = dV_ = # Sk-’ x Sqi. Then v Stq) c dV+ = dV_.. 
The inclusions v Sq) + V+, v S(q) -+ V-, v Stq’ + V x I are homotopy equivaleneces. Let 
cp: V x I + v Stq’ be a retraction which factors through the projection V x I + V. 
Any element of .%‘yP, has a representative, which on V+ (or V...) corresponds with q. Then 
if a resp pare representatives agreeing with cp on V, resp V_, [a] + C/?-j has the representative 
aIy_ uBIV+. 
With this definition it can be checked that &‘&, forms an abelian group, that the map 
&‘&,, -+ OX;, is a split epimorphism and that FL;,, + &‘yp, is a homomorphism. 
PROFQSITION 3.6 [3]. There is an exact sequence 
6 7tp.+ 1 ( v 94’) 2 
j=l ’ 
n,_l(vs’q’)+&‘K;pJ-, 6 n (v~(~))~+z(“~‘~‘) 
j=l Pj 
where u.(@fij) = E[ij, fij]. 
Proof of 3.6. This is the cofibration sequence (rel v Stq’) for the attaching map 
S”-‘+ v So’) v vSq) of the top cell of # Spi x Vi. 
Proof of 1.1. The exact sequence in 1.1 follows from 3.6. Compare the exact sequence for 
.JP”;~, to the direct sum of those for Xi,. Since the former surjects to the latter, these kernels 
form an exact sequence for tiKrp, = LK;,,,. 
94. CLASSIFICATION OF LINKS IN S’ x W”-L IN CODIMENSION GREATER THAN 2 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. The structure of the proof parallels closely that of 
1.1, given in section 3. 
The structure of abelian group on L(,,(S’ x R”-l) is by connected sum: considering 
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iw = IR, v iw-, we may choose representative mbeddings in disjoint halves, S’ x R, 
x &Y-2, s’ x w_ x R”-2 of s’ x UV-‘. 
The map &,(S’ x LR”-r) -+ &,,(s”) is a split epimorphism. A splitting is given by taking a 
chart R” + S’ x KY- ’ and considering the inclusion L,,,(R”) --, L(,,(S’ x &Y-i), the com- 
posite Ltp) (R”) + Ltp) (S”) being an isomorphism. 
We defined the group &,,(S’ x Iw”-’ c S”) to be the kernel of the map Ltp) (S’ x IV-‘) 
+ L,,,(S”). Similarly, let FL(,,(S’ x R”-i c S”) denote the kernel of the map FL(,,(S’ 
x Iw”- ‘) + FL,,,,@“). The analogues of 3.1 and 3.2 are 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The natural map Ff.(,, (S’ x BB”-’ c Sn) -+ L(,,(S’ x IX”-’ c Sn) is an 
isomorphism. 
LEMMA 4.2. There is an exact sequence 
+ @It,, (sOq’+l) * FL,,,(S’ x w- ‘) + Ltp) (S’ x w-1) -+ @ILP,_l (soqc+l) + 
Proofof4.1. Compare the exact sequence of 4.2 to that of 3.2. 
Proof of 4.2. Analogue of 3.2. 
Consider s” = S’ x KY’-’ u D2 x S”-‘. Given a based framed embedding II SP’ x 
D‘7’+’ -, S’ x R”- 1, we may take the boundary connected sum to get an embedding of 
W=D2~S”-2~(~S~xD~i’1)inS”,whichonD2xS”-2isthestandardembedding.(It 
is easy to see that FL,,, (S’ x R”- ‘) is isomorphic with the set of isotopy classes of W in S 
which on 0’ x S”-’ is the standard embedding.) 
Given such an embedding, the composite S’ v ( v Sq’) + d W -+ C = S” - int ( U’) is a 
homotopy equivalence. [To see this note that S’ x D”-’ = C u (&I SP, x Dql+‘) and this 
latter has the homotopy type of C “yc, ( u D q,+l). Thus the inclusion induces an 
isomorphism on 7cl and a homology equivalence on universal covers.] Restricting a 
homotopy inverse to 2 W gives attaching data 
s’ x s”-2 # ( # spa x 27,) * s’ v ( v S(4)). 
Let X&)(l) denote the set of homotopy classes relative to S’ v ( v Sq)) of maps 
s’ x s”-2 # ( # spe x P) * S’ v ( v ,p). 
The following are the analogues of 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6. 
THEOREM 4.4. X’rp, (1) forms an abelian group. The kernel &‘;P, (1 - 0) of the split 
epimorphism A?;~, (1) + XTp, is isomorphic to f&,) (S’ x Iw”- l c 9’). 
PROPOSITION 4.5. There is an exact sequence 
+@p+l , (G/O)--+ L&S’ x W-’ c Sn)+~~p,(l)+@~pi(G/O)-+ 
PROPOSITION 4.6. There is an exact sequence 
6 
j= 1 
7rp,+&s1v (vP)))@IL,_l(S1v (vs(+Lr,-l(s1v (vs’q’))-M&) (1) 
+ j+l KPj (S’ v (v stqt))O%-2(S1 v (v S~~+-wr,_,(S’ v (v P’)) 
where v”(OBjOa)=(t-l)a+~[ij,Bj]. 
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~roofof4.6. This is the cofibration sequence (relative S’ v ( v .Sq’)) for the attaching 
mapS”-‘+(vS’7’vS”-2)v(VS’q) vS’)ofthen-lcellof.S’~S”-~#(#S~~xS~~). 
Proof of 1.2. Compare the exact sequence of 4.6 to 3.6. 
Proof of 4.4. Compare the exact sequence of 4.5 to 3.5. One obtains .Vrp, (1 - 0) 
‘y FL;,, (S’ x R”--’ c S”) which by 3.1 is isomorphic to L&(S’ x W”-’ c S”). 
The abelian gsoup structure of 3Frp, (1) is analogous to that of J’?;,,. Take V = S’ 
x D”-’ Ll (34 D*, x Sa) and proceed as‘in the proof of 3.4. 
It remains therefore to prove 4.5. The proof is analogous to 3.5 (i.e. section 2) except hat 
we work with the bounded manifolds S’ x D”-’ instead of the closed manifold s”. The 7~-TC 
theorem again is used except hat xc1 = Z rather than 0. In place of the h-cobordism theorem, 
one uses the (rel boundary) s-cobordism theorem and the fact that ~/I(Z) = 0. A few details: 
Given the attaching data, form the space C. Then Y = C u D2 x S”-* &I (U SPt x Dqn+‘) 
has the homotopy type of a sphere. We claim more: Let Z = Y- inr (D2 x S”-‘). Then 8Z 
= S’ x S”-2. Moreover (Z, aZ) has the homotopy type of (S’ x Dn-l, S’ x Snq2). [It suffices 
to see that the composite S’ c dZ --) Z is a homotopy equivalence. But, up to homotopy type, 
Z-C u (uDq~**) 2: S’v (v S(q)) u(uD~~+~) = S’, since the cells Da+’ are attached 
along the SqL.1 If g: (Z, LJZ) + (S’ x D”- l, S’ x Sn-‘) is a homotopy equivalence, its mapping 
cylinder X is a Poincare complex with boundary equal to S’ x D”-’ u S’ x Sne2 
x [0, l] u Z, of which S’ x D”-’ u S’ x Snu2 x [0, l] u U SF, x D‘J,+’ is smooth. The 
smoothing obstruction is thus an element of On,, (G/O). 
Suppose the smoothing obstruction is zero. Since 7c1 (C) = xl(X), the I[-IC theorem 
provides a smoothing of X. The s-cobordism theorem yields the embedding of (&I SP, x 
Dqa+I) in S’ x D”-‘. This proves exactness at xi’,,, (1). 
As in section 2, the sequence extends to the left. Details are analogous, with the 
modifications of the above two paragraphs. 
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